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ABSTRACT: 
Among the many sorts of springs, wave springs have 

pulled in impressive consideration this sort of long 

and dependable wellspring of enduring toughness 

and significant adequacy than rest of the springs. A 

systematic model for stamped ring wave springs is 

proposed, Because of the specific state of the spring 

in the unreformed arrangement, the heap redirection 

bend is observed to be considerably bilinear in 

character. A comparative however less articulated 

conduct  is shown likewise by the connection 

amongst stack and inner anxieties. The expository 

outcomes are contrasted with before hypothetical 

discoveries and are appeared to connect well with 

exploratory estimations. Wave springs are utilized to 

decrease the tallness of the spring and to create a 

similar end impact end that of a curl spring. the 

wave spring application on suspension framework is 

made. Suspension is the term given to the 

arrangement of springs, safeguards and linkages 

that interfaces a vehicle to its haggles relative 

movement between the two. In this venture we will 

build up a wave spring which can be supplant the 

curl spring in display vehicles and test it utilizing 

Ansys workbench, measurements and different 

factors are taken from past papers and works, for 

configuration reason we will utilize Catia v5r20. 

KEY WORDS: wave spring shock absorbers 

suspension system Catia v5r20. 

CHAPTER-1 

 INTRODUCTION 

 WAVE SPRING 

Wave spring peak to peak wave springs work 

as a heap bearing gadget, using a bowing 

minute as opposed to depending on torsion. 

Giving an indistinguishable power and 

redirection from customary springs, wave 

spring innovation eliminates material 

utilization by up to half, leaving a light- 

 

weight, flexible item that can take care of 

issues and improve new item plan. Edge 

curling spring-tempered level wire to frame  

 

our Single Turn Springs is more strong, exact, 

and repeatable than its stamped partners. For 

some applications having an alternative to fit 

the spring precisely to the correct distances 

across enhances execution and can frequently 

help the gathering procedure. 

 

Springs are made from only one wire, and in 

this manner couldn't be more straightforward 

in many regards, yet they hold the bright 

structure to be dynamically utilitarian, reliable 

and completely essential to numerous 

components. From helical loops to more 

strange shapes and outlines, the modest spring 

is a significant segment that numerous 

enterprises couldn't manage without. 

 

FIGURE 1.1 DIFFERENT TYPES OF 

SPRINGS 

At European Springs, our capacity to do 

quality spring make is famous all through 

numerous nations, and we generally 

endeavor to maintain that solid notoriety to 

the best of our capacity. We can supply 

clients with 1.1.1 DIFFERENT TYPES OF 

WAVE  

an extensive variety of top notch items, 

and furthermore needs the absolute best 

client benefit at very focused costs. In any 

case, what truly separates us from 

different producers is our development, as 

our cutting edge fabricating offices can 

make totally bespoke outlines in mass and 

at speed. 
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Our strong spring plans are versatile for use in 

any industry, and ranges, for example,  the 

electric, electronic, engine, seaward, and 

pharmaceutical and  media transmission areas 

depend on our springs and pressings essentially. 

Along these lines, our standard indexes and 

stocks are all around furnished with more than 

700 items to meet an assortment of basic needs, 

however when a more individual touch is 

required we can likewise outline and in this way 

fabricate springs that are straightforwardly as 

per a client's details and necessities. 

 

Notwithstanding whether they are standard or 

bespoke in nature, our spring fabricate 

methodology dependably hold fast to elevated 

expectations. We can create more than 

3,000,000 segments 60 minutes, and we use an 

assortment of CAD, CAM and other particular 

procedures as a major aspect of our in-house 

configuration administrations. Materials are 

dependably empowered ideal execution levels, 

yet we can likewise complete materials utilizing 

forms like powder-covering or shot-peening to 

accomplish much more hearty properties when 

fundamental. Of course, it’s worth saying that 

spring manufacture isn’t just about high volume 

demand, and there are numerous occasions 

when a request for a ‘bespoke’ spring means 

just that; bespoke and stand-out. In such 

circumstances, we're ready to fill in as a one-

stop focal point of greatness for both 

prototyping and little requests, so absolutely 

never wrongly think that we just manage orders 

for tremendous amounts of segments. 

 

To the extent we're concerned, the spring 

fabricate strategies for an in a split second 

conspicuous pressure spring can be done simply 

as those for a more "obscure" wave spring, and 

we'll work intimately with you to guarantee an 

exceptional affair all the way, regardless of 

whether you  need one spring or one thousand 

springs. Our capacity to give springs and 

pressings is unmatched, and we're along these 

lines sure that we'll have the capacity to help 

you. 

 

 SPRING MATERIALS: 

At European Springs our high caliber of work is 

reflected in our great craftsmanship as well as 

in the decision of spring materials we utilize. 

As the picked material is the essential property 

of any spring we produce, we expect to supply 

our clients with the most ideal choices to 

guarantee superior and ideal usefulness without 

fail. European Springs can work with various 

kinds and varieties of spring materials 

represented by the application that the springs 

will be required for. While picking materials for 

items, we mull over certain critical factors, for 

example, push, temperature, danger of erosion 

and so forth. 

 

Wave springs offer space sparing innovation 

which can supplant loop springs by utilizing 

less material and a littler get together size, 

bringing about generation being more 

financially savvy. The structure of the wave 

spring is produced using level spring metal, 

shaping a multi-loop wave system. This 

particular game plan makes the spring 

appropriate for application where low 

mounting measurement is required, decreasing 

around half space in stature and length of  

ordinary round wire springs. 

 

We are sure you will find the necessities for 

your decision of wave spring from our stock 

list however in the event that you require a 

particular outline contribution for a wave 

spring, at that point our specialists are glad to 

enable you to achieve this determination. 

 

FIGURE 1.2MODEL VIEW OF WAVE 

SPRING 

 

FIGURE 1.3 COIL SPRING AND WAVE 

SPRING 

springs are one of the central building pieces of 

machine plan. The capacity to store and 

discharge vitality and apply measured power 

with effortlessness and ease has made metallic 
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level and wound springs the favored decision 

for most mechanical outlines. Be that as it may, 

new materials and plans put high innovation in 

some of these straightforward and 

straightforward segments. 

OBJECTIVES: 

 

• Total Deformation 

• Equivalent Elastic Strain 

• Equivalent Stress 

• Frequency 

• Tensile strength 

CHAPTER-2  

LITARATURE REVIEW 

K. Michalczyk [1] 
The investigation of elastomeric covering 

effect on powerful thunderous anxieties 

esteems in spring is introduced in this paper. 

The fitting conditions deciding the viability  of 

dynamic anxiety lessening in thunderous 

conditions as an element of covering 

parameters were determined. It was 

demonstrated that elastic covering won't 

perform in attractive way because of its low 

modulus of versatility in shear. It was likewise 

shown that about reverberation regions of 

expanded anxieties are more extensive and 

more extensive alongside the progressive 

resonances and accomplish critical esteems 

even everywhere separates from the 

reverberation frequencies. 

 

B. Pyttel , I. Brunner, et al. [2] 
Long haul exhaustion tests on shot peened 

helical pressure springs were directed by 

methods for an extraordinary spring weariness 

testing machine at 40 Hz. Test springs were 

made of three diverse spring materials – oil 

solidified and tempered Si Cr-and Si Cr V-

alloyed valve spring steel and stainless steel. 

With an uncommon test procedure in a trial, up 

to 500 springs with a wire distance across of d 

= 3.0 mm or 900 springs with d = 1.6 mm were 

tried at the same time at various anxiety levels. 

In view of weakness examinations of springs 

with d = 3.0 mm up to various cycles N = 109 

an investigation was done after the test was 

proceeded to N = 1.5 - 109 and their outcomes 

were looked at. The impact of various shot 

peening conditions were researched in springs 

with d = 1.6 mm. Broken test springs were 

analyzed under optical magnifying lens, 

filtering electron magnifying instrument 

(SEM) and by methods for metallographic 

smaller scale segments keeping in mind the end 

goal to examinations the break conduct and the 

disappointment components. The paper 

incorporates a correlation of the consequences 

of the diverse spring sizes, materials, number 

of cycles and shot peening conditions and 

layouts encourage examinations in the VHCF-

area.. For examination the outcomes for the 

springs with d = 1.6 mm and d = 3.0 mm and 

Ps = 98% are abridged Except for springs 

made of the stainless steel wire, the 

exhaustion quality of springs with d = 3.0 

mm is higher than for springs with d = 1.6 mm. 

The size impact would suggest higher 

exhaustion quality for littler wire distances 

across 

 

TouhidZarrin-Ghalami, Ali Fatemi[3] 
Elastomeric segments have wide utilization in 

numerous ventures. The regular administration 

stacking for the greater part of these segments 

is variable adequacy and multiaxial. In this 

examination a general approach forever 

forecast of elastomeric parts under these 

average stacking conditions was produced and 

represented for a traveler vehicle support  

mount. Split start life expectation was 

performed utilizing diverse harm criteria. The 

strategy was approved with part testing under 

various stacking conditions including steady 

and variable sufficiency in- eliminate and of-

stage axial– torsion tests. The ideal strategy for 

split start life forecast for complex multi 

pivotal variable sufficiency stacking was 

observed to be a basic plane approach in light 

of greatest ordinary strain plane and harm 

evaluation by breaking vitality thickness on 

that plane. Rain stream cycle checking 

technique and Miner's straight harm run were 

utilized for anticipating weariness life under 

factor abundance loadings. The break 

mechanics approach was utilized for add up to 

exhaustion life forecast of the segment in light 

of example split development information and 

FE reenactment comes about. Add up to 

exhaustion life expectation comes about 

demonstrated great concurrence with tests for 

the greater part of the stacking conditions 

considered. 

Wei Li , Tatsuo Sakai , et al. [4] 
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High cycle weakness (VHCF) properties of a 

recently grew clean spring steel were 

tentatively inspected under pivoting twisting 

and hub stacking. Accordingly, this steel 

speaks to the duplex S– N property just for 

surface-initiated disappointment under pivoting 

twisting, while it speaks to the single S– N 

property for surface-actuated disappointment 

and inside inhomogeneous smaller scale 

structure instigated disappointment under hub 

stacking. Surface little granulating 

imperfection incited disappointment is the 

transcendent disappointment method of this 

steel in VHCF administration. The surface 

morphology of the inside inhomogeneous 

microstructure with unmistakable plastic 

disfigurement is considerably rougher than that 

of the encompassing lattice, which implies the 

anxiety focus came about because of the strain 

irregularity between the miniaturized scale 

basic in homogeneity as delicate stage and the 

surrounding grid as hard stage assumes a key 

part in causing inside break start. Considering 

the impact of surface compressive lingering 

stress, the edge push force factor for surface 

little deformity prompted break proliferation of 

this steel is assessed to be 2.04 MPam1/2, 

which implies that the short split impact 

assumes a key part in causing the surface little 

imperfection actuated disappointment of this 

steel in the VHCF administration. From the 

perspective of deformity appropriation, surface 

and inside disappointment probabilities are 

comparable under a settled trademark 

estimation of imperfection thickness. On the 

off chance that the inside imperfection estimate 

is not exactly or even equivalent to the surface 

deformity 

Sid Ali Kaoua a, KamelTaibi an, et al. [5] 
This paper displays a 3D geometric 

demonstrating of a twin helical spring and its 

limited component examination to contemplate 

the spring mechanical conduct under pliable 

hub stacking. The spiraled shape visual 

computerization is accomplished using 

Computer Aided Design (CAD) instruments, 

of which a limited component demonstrate is 

created. Therefore, a 3D 18-dof pentaedric 

components are utilized to discrete the 

complex ''wired-shape" of the spring, 

permitting the examination of the mechanical 

reaction of the twin spiraled helical spring 

under a pivotal load. The examination gives a 

reasonable match between the advancement of 

the hypothetical and the numerical elastic and 

pressure ordinary anxieties, being of sinusoidal 

conduct. The general identical anxiety 

isovalues increments radially from 0_ to 180_, 

being maximal on the inside outspread zone at 

the segment 180_. Then again, the base anxiety 

level is situated in the focal point of the fiber 

cross area. 

 

CHAPTER-3 METHODOLAGY 

 WAVE SPRING DESIGN GENERAL 

CONSIDERATIONS 

 

If a spring is intended for static application, 

ensure that the % worry at working tallness is 

under 100%. Spring will take a set if subjected 

to a higher anxiety. 

If a spring is intended for dynamic application, 

ensure that the % worry at working stature is 

under 80%. Spring will take a set if subjected 

to a higher anxiety. 

Few things to recollect: 

 

If the work stature per turn is under (2 * Wire 

Thickness), the spring will work in a 'non-

straight' range and real loads might be higher 

than ascertained Number of turns must be in 

the vicinity of 2 and 20 Number of waves per 

turn (N) must be in ½ increases Min. Spiral 

divider = (3 * Wire Thickness) 

Max. Spiral Wall = (10 * Wire Thickness) 

It is NOT prescribed to pack a wave spring to 

strong OD extension and OD resistance must 

be considered while outlining a spring to fit in a 

drag as well as finished a pole 

 BASIC PRINCIPLE OF WAVE SPRING: 

 Wave springs lessen spring stature 

by half 

 Same power and diversion as 

common loop/pressure springs 

 Wave springs fit tight outspread and 

hub spaces Over 4,000 standard springs in 

carbon and stainless steel (.188" to 16", 5 mm 

to 400 mm breadths) 

No Tooling Charges™ on specially crafts (.157" 

to 120", 4 mm to 3000 mm distances across) 

Exotic combinations accessible 

Smalley Wave Springs (Flat Wire Compression 

Springs) offer the special favorable position of 

space investment funds when used to supplant 
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curl springs. By lessening spring working 

stature, wave springs additionally create a 

diminishing in the spring hole. With a littler get 

together size and less material utilized as a part 

of the assembling procedure, a cost investment 

funds is figured it out. 

 

3.1 CREST-TO-CREST WAVE SPRINGS 

WITH SHIM ENDS 

 

rest-to-Crest Wave Springs are additionally 

accessible with squared-shim closes. Shim 

closes give a 360° contact surface when 

contrasted with the wave point contact of plain 

closures. The shim-closes under load, all the 

more equally appropriate the springs drive 

upon contiguous segments. This component is 

like the idea of twofold plate granulating 

springs for a  level surface. Shim closes have 

additionally been utilized to fasten springs to 

mating parts, as a level finding surface that 

might be appended by different strategies in the 

get together 

Wave springs operate as load bearing devices. 

They take up play and compensate for 

dimensional variations within assemblies. 

Whereby loads fabricate either progressively or 

unexpectedly to achieve a foreordained 

working tallness. This builds up an exact 

spring rate in which stack is relative to 

avoidance. Utilitarian prerequisites are 

important for both dynamic and static spring 

applications. Exceptional execution qualities 

are independently incorporated with each 

spring to fulfill an assortment of exact working 

conditions. Ordinarily, a wave spring will 

possess an amazingly little territory for the 

measure of work it performs. The utilization of 

this item is requested, yet not restricted to tight 

hub and spiral space imperative 

 Scientific Calculations Base information 

Load counts 

Weight of bicycle = 150 Kg 

Let weight of 1 individual = 75 Kg 

Add up to Weight (Wt.) = Weight of bicycle + 

Weight of 1 people 

= 150+75 

= 225 Kg Raise suspension = 65% 65% of 

225Kgs = 146 Kg Considering dynamic 

burdens it will be twofold Wt. = 292 Kgs 

= 2864 N 

For single safeguard weight (W) 

= 𝑊/2 

= 2864/2 

= 1432 N 

For single safeguard weight (W) =𝑊/2 

= 2864/2 

= 1432 N 

 MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

Spring steel is a low combination, medium 

carbon steel with a high return quality. This 

permits objects made of spring steel to come 

back to their unique shape in spite of huge 

bowing or winding 

DIN 17221 SPRING STEEL (67SICR5): 
DENSITY 

7850kg/m
3
 

TENSILE STRENGTH 1700M pa 

YOUNG’S MODULUS 210 Gpa 

POISONS RATIO 0.27 

 

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF DIN 

17221 SPRINGS STEEL 

ASTM A228 Spring Steel 

Frosty drawn high - rigidity anduniform 

mechanical properties. Music wire springs are 

not prescribed for benefit temperatures over 

121°C (250°F). 

APPLICATIONS: 

High quality springs and wire forms subject to 

high stresses or requiring good fatigue 

properties. 
DENSITY 

7850kg/m
3
 

TENSILE STRENGTH 1590-1760M pa 

YOUNG’S MODULUS 208 G pa 

POISONS RATIO 0.313 

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ASTM 

A228 SPRING STEEL: 

AISI 9255 SPRING STEEL: 

 
DENSITY 

7850kg/m
3
 

TENSILE STRENGTH 1035 M pa 

YOUNG’S MODULUS 200 G pa 

POISONS RATIO 0.29 

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF AISI 

9255 SPRING STEEL: 

 INTRODUCTION TO CATIA: 

CATIA began as an in-house advancement in 
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1977 by French air ship producer Avions 

Marcel Assaults, around then client of the 

CADAM programming to build up Assault's 

Mirage warrior fly. It was later received in the 

aviation, car, shipbuilding, and different 

enterprises. PC Aided Three dimensional 

Interactive Application (CATIA) is notable 

programming for 3-d outlining and 

demonstrating for complex shapes. Normally 

alluded to as a 3D Product Lifecycle 

Management programming suite, CATIA 

underpins different phases of item 

advancement (CAX), including 

conceptualization, outline (CAD), building 

(CAE) and assembling (CAM). CATIA 

encourages collective building crosswise over 

controls around its 3DEXPERIENCE stage, 

including surfacing and shape outline, 

electrical, liquid and electronic frameworks 

plan, mechanical designing and frameworks 

building. 

CATIA encourages the outline of electronic, 

electrical, and dispersed frameworks, for 

example, liquid and HVAC frameworks, the 

distance to the creation of documentation for 

assembling 

 

The Figure indicated is the coincided model of 

inflexible rib coupling in the ANSYS 

examination for the static basic process. To 

investigations, the FEM triangular kind of 

work is utilized for the unbending rib coupling 

in the ANSYS condition. 

The quantity of components utilized as a part 

of this lattice is 71441and the quantity of hubs 

is 122228.In this procedure normal sort of 

cross section is done to investigations the 

procedure. 

Using the working state of the coupling a 

relative rotational development between the 

poles comes into picture thusly. The assurance 

of the shear worry along the contact area is 

fundamental. Along these lines, the model is 

coincided and afterward broke down to get the 

detail and valid consequence of the worries of 

the contact district. 

 
Figure 3.6horizontal View Of Meshing Model 

  To Ansys: 

REDUCING THE DESIGN AND 

MANUFACTURING COSTS USING 

ANSYS (FEA):The ANSYS program enables 

specialists to develop PC models or exchange 

CAD models of structures, items, segments, or 

frameworks, apply loads or other outline 

execution conditions and concentrate physical 

reactions, for example, push levels, temperature 

appropriation or the effect of lector attractive 

fields .In a few situations, model testing is 

undesirable or inconceivable. The ANSYS 

program has been utilized as a part of a few 

instances of this sort including biomechanical 

applications, for example, high substitution 

intraocular focal points. Other agent 

applications run from substantial gear 

segments, to an incorporated circuit chip, to the 

bit- holding arrangement of a persistent coal-

mining machine. 

ANSYS plan improvement empowers the 

specialists to lessen the quantity of expensive 

models, tailor unbending nature and 

adaptability to meet goals and locate the best 

possible adjusting geometric changes. 

Aggressive organizations search for 

approaches to create the most noteworthy 

quality item at the least cost. ANSYS (FEA) 

can help essentially by diminishing the plan 

and assembling costs and by giving architects 

included trust in the items they outline. FEA is 

best when utilized at the reasonable plan 

arrange. It is additionally valuable when 

utilized later in assembling procedure to 

confirm the last outline before prototyping 

PROGRAM AVAILABILITY: 

The ANSYS program works on 486 and 

Pentium construct PCs running in light of 

Wndows95 or Windows NT and workstations 

and super PCs essentially running on UNIX 
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working framework. ANSYS Inc. constantly 

works with new equipment stages and working 

frameworks 

TYPES OF STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS: 

Basic examination is the most well-known use 

of the limited component strategy. The term 

basic (or structure) suggests structural 

designing structures, for example, extensions 

and structures, yet in addition maritime, 

aeronautical and mechanical structures, for 

example, send bodies, air ship bodies and 

machines lodgings and also mechanical 

segments, for example, cylinders, machine 

parts and apparatuses. 

There are seven sorts of basic investigations 

accessible in ANSYS. One can play out the 

accompanying sorts of auxiliary examinations. 

Each of these investigation sorts are talked 

about in detail as takes after. Static 

investigation Modal investigation Harmonic 

investigation Transient dynamic investigation 

Spectrum investigation Buckling investigation 

Explicit dynamic investigation Auxiliary  

STATIC ANALYSIS: 

A static investigation figures the impacts of 

consistent stacking condition on a structure, 

while disregarding inactivity and damping 

impacts, for example, those caused by time 

changing burdens. A static investigation can, 

however incorporate consistent dormancy 

loads, (for example, gravity and rotational 

speed), and time changing burdens that can be 

approximated as static proportionate burdens. 

Strategy 

FOR ANSYS ANALYSIS: 

Static investigation is utilized to decide the 

relocations, stresses, strains and powers in 

structures or segments because of burdens that 

don't actuate critical inactivity and damping 

impacts. Consistent stacking accordingly 

conditions are accepted. The sorts of stacking 

that can be connected in a static examination 

incorporate remotely connected powers and 

weights, unfaltering state inertial powers, for 

example, gravity or rotational speed forced 

(non-zero) relocations, temperatures (for warm 

strain). A static examination can be either 

direct or non- straight. In our present work we 

consider direct static examination. 

MODEL GENERATIONS: 

Two different methods are used to generate a 

model: 

 Direct generation. 

 Solid modeling 

With strong demonstrating we can depict we 

can portray the geometric limits of the model, 

set up controls over the size and wanted state 

of the components and afterward educate 

ANSYS program to create every one of the 

hubs and components naturally. By 

differentiate, with the immediate era technique, 

we decide the area of each hub and size, shape 

and network of each component before 

characterizing these substances in the ANSYS 

show. Albeit, some programmed information 

era is conceivable (by utilizing charges, for 

example, FILL, NGEN, EGEN and so on) the 

immediate era strategy basically a hands on 

numerical technique that expects us to monitor 

all the hub numbers as we build up the limited 

component work. This definite accounting can 

end up noticeably troublesome for substantial 

models, giving degree for demonstrating 

mistakes. Strong displaying is generally more 

capable and adaptable than coordinate era and 

is ordinarily favored technique for creating a 

model. 

MESH GENERATION: 

In the limited component examination the 

fundamental idea is to break down the 

structure, which is a gathering of discrete 

pieces called components, which are 

associated, together at a limited number of 

focuses called Nodes. Stacking limit 

conditions are then connected to these 

components and hubs. A system of these 

components is known as Mesh. 

FINITE ELEMENT GENERATION: 

The maximum amount of time in a finite 

element analysis is spent on generating 

elements and nodal data. Pre- processor allows 

the user to generate nodes and elements 

automatically at the same time allowing 

control over size and number of elements. 

There are various types of elements that can be 

mapped or generated on various geometric 

entities. 

The elements developed by various automatic 

element generation capabilities of preprocessor 

can be checked element characteristics that 

may need to be verified before the finite 
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element analysis for connectivity,distortion-

index, etc. 

Generally, automatic mesh generating 

capabilities of pre - processor are used rather 

than defining the nodes individually. If 

required, nodes can be defined easily by 

defining the allocations or by translating the 

existing nodes. Also one can plot, delete, or 

search nodes. 

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND 

LOADING: 

After completion of the  finite  element  model  

it  has  to  constrain  and  load  has  to  be  

applied to the model. User can define 

constraints and loads in various ways. All 

constraints and loads are assigned set 1D. This 

helps the user to keep track of load cases. 

MODEL DISPLAY: 

During the construction and verification stages 

of the model it may be necessary to view it 

from different angles. It is useful to rotate the 

model with respect to the global system and 

view  it from different angles. Pre- processor 

offers this capability. By windowing feature 

pre- processor allows the user to enlarge a 

specific area of the model for clarity and 

details. Pre- processor also provides -features 

like smoothness, scaling, regions, active set, 

etc for efficient model viewing and editing. 

CHAPTER -IV RESULTS 

 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF WAVE 

SPRING: 

 

FIG 4.1 BONDARY CONDITIONS OF 

STRUCTURAL MODE

 
FIGURE 4.2 GEOMETRIC VIEW OF 

SINGLE FACE WAVE SPRING

 
 

FIGURE 4.3 GEOMETRIC VIEW OF 

SINGLE FACE FIXED SUPPORTING 

 
DETAILS OF FIXED SUPPORT 

SCOPE 

scoping method geometry selection 

geometry no selection 

definition  

type fixed support 

suppressed No 

 

FIGURE 4.1 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF BASIC 

MODEL
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Figure 4.2 Structural Analysis Of Wave Spring 

Model 1 Made With Din 17221 Spring Steel 

Grade Total Deformation (Mm) 

 
Fig 4.3 Deformationof Model 1with Din 17221 

Equivalent Elastic Strain Mm/Mm 

 
 

Fig 4.4 Strain Of Model 1with Din 17221 

Equivalent (Von-Mises) Stress (Mpa) 

 
Fig 4.5 Stress Of Model 1with Din 17221 

 
Model Analysis Of Wave Spring Model 1 

Made With Din 17221 Pring Steel 

Grade: 

Fig 4.6 Mode 1 Of Model 1with Din 17221 

 

Fig 4.7 Model 2 Of Model 1with Din 17221 

 
Fig 4.8 Mode 3 Of Model 1with Din 17221 

 

Fig 4.9 Mode 4 Of Model 1with Din 

17221 
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Fig 4.10 Mode 5 Of Model 1with Din 

17221

 

Figure 4.11mode 6 Of Model 1with Din 17221 

Gaph 4.1 Structural Analysis Of Wave Spring 

Model2 

 

GRAPH 4.2STATIC STRUCTURAL 

ANALYSES OF WAVE SPRING     

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM MOMENTS 

 

Table 4.3 Model Analysis Of Wave Spring 

Model 1 Made With Din 17221 Spring 

Steel Grade 

  

Graph 4.3wave Spring Models 1 Made With 

Din 17221 Spring Steel Grade 

Table 4.4 Volume And Mass Comparision Of 

Various Models 

 

 BASIC 

MODE

L 

WAVE 

5MM 

WAVE 

6 MM 

WAVE 

7 MM 

VOLU

ME 

(MM2 

) 

1.93E+

05 

1.32+0

5 

1.59E+

05 

1.85E+

05 

MASS 

(KG) 

1.5155 1.037 1.2444 1.4518 

 

 

Graph 4.4 Various Mass And Mass 

MODELS MAXIMUM MINIMUM 

MODEL 1DIN 17221 70.262 0 

MODEL 2 DIN 17221 63.864 0 

MODEL 3 DIN 17221 47.171 0 

MODEL 4 DIN 17221 55.424 0 

MODEL 5 DIN 17221 59.257 0 
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Comparison Among Different Models 

CHAPTER –V CONCLUSIONS 

 

From the outcomes the accompanying 

conclusions are made: 

1. Wave springs have much solidness 

when contrasted and winding springs 

2. Avoidances and stresses can be limited 

up to 30% utilizing wave springs 

3. Up to 20% material can be spared 

utilizing wave spring 

4. Spring life enhances fundamentally Hear 

there is a requirement for advancement for 

assembling procedure to assembling method. 

From the outcomes if ordinary winding spring is 

supplanted with show 2 (6 mm thick) we can 

spare upto 20% of material, 40 % less anxiety 

and 20 % less diversions 

 

FUTURE SCOPE: 

This examination can be additionally stretched 

out by performing experimentations and 

creating appropriate assembling strategies, the 

above investigation incorporates just 

rectangular cross segment wave springs, 

considering different cross areas may likewise 

help in enhancing the solidness of springs. 
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